Phase-stabilized ultrafast
lasers signal new era
in measurement
and research
The 2005 Nobel Prim tn P
micshighlightsthe
combhation of optical frequency combs and
precision apecmoplr for t
m of &sic physlcs.
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he developmentof short-pulse Iasers has pro-

gressed stmdily over the past 30 years,and
during the 1990s the search for better techniques and materials to generate ever shorter
w
p u k &livered Kerr-lens n~odelockdTi:sapphire lasers as the system of choice for many applicati0ns.I
With the broadest gain bandwidth of any convelltional

lasing material, Ti:sapphi,hirecan support the oxillation of
millions of coherently related frequencies. In a modelacked
laser, theavity modes have a f w d phase relationshipand
add together &herently such that the Fourier super&tion
results in a wry strong amplitude modulation oftbe optical
carrier wave. With sufficientlybroad gain bandwidth,this
modulation is so strong that all of the light waves add up
const ructjvely for time p a i d s on the order of a few femtoseco~ids.The resulting ultmshort pulses repeal at a periodic
interval determined by the roundtrip travel time of the pulses inside the laser c a ~ ~ ~ - t y p i c ai lto
l ~20 ns (see Fig ~ j ,
Because all of the energy in the light waves is concentrated in such a short time interval, the pulses achieve high peak
powers {approximately 1 MW).1n the research field of ultrafast phenomena. applicationsof these lasers haw traditionally been twofold: use of the large peak power for nonlinear
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FIGURE 1. NeglwUng dispersion, the optical waves resonant
In the cavity sati* the requirementsfor a standing wave with
frequenciesthat are integer numbers ol the lowest order f*
quency mode, fv = c/pL),,where c Is the speed of l i h t and
L I8 the laser cavlty length. In a real laser,the dlfferencs between group- and pha9eueloclty dbprslon causes an overall shift of these modes away from the vacuum resonance
value, such that each mode is expressed as n, = n f,, + fo,
where n Is the mode number (n Is typically approximately lo5).
Because of the dependence of the frequency of the waves
on cavity length and dispersion, bath of these patamstare used to stabilize the frequency m b . (In this simplfied
depiction the fields am not reprsentative of optleal waves,
which w l d oscillate at much higher frequencies)

optics and time-domain appliet ions that ta kc advantage d
the femtosecond resolution.
At the end of the 1WOs, a k - k n o w n (perhaps overloold) application of pulsed lams came to t he forefront-the use of the discrete comb-like character of the
mode lo^ laser spectrum for high-precisionoptical frequency metrology.' By curnbining the techniques of sin*
frequency laser stabilization and the tools of ultraht science, scientists arc now able to sin~ultaneouslystabilize the
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date for use in broadband lasers,
given its Iarge optical gain baadwidth (700 to 1000 nm). Accessing the entire bandwidth, however, is not trivial because the
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mirrors, air) causes different opticaI frequencies to travel at difdiii
ferent speeds. The net eflect of
dispersion is that fewer modes
participate In the modelocking
prbcess and subsequently decrease the laserpulse bandwidth
and peak intensity. Minimizing
the effects of dispersion is ilnFKURE 2. The octave-spanning laser is based on four- perari\Ie becausehigh intracavity
mlmr rtng-canty geometry. A 1 mm plate of fused s~lr- pulse intensities are necessary for
ca Is placed in the cavity for fine-tuning of the intracav- n ~ a i n t a u l i ~
the
~ gstrength dthe
ity dispersion.The laser output spectr'urn along w~th
Kerr-~~onIinearity,
whilsh is the
the spectrum from a more typical femtosecond5:
n~echanism
respo~lsible
for modsapphire laser are shown for comparison. Both specelocking
and
is
ultimately
used to
tra are displayed on a log scale because even very low
maximize the laser bandwidth.
light levels (-40 or -50 dB below the peak that correTwo methods are commonsponds to less than 1 nW per mode) are usefulfor aply used to minimize intracavity
plications in optical-frquency metrology.
dispersion. The first is to dace a
frequencies of the optical modes emitted
pair of prisms inside the laser cavity usby the Tisapphire laser. As a result, the
ing a geometry that causes red light to
phase-stabilized modelocked laser,,which travel a longer optical distance than blue
can coherently connect optical and micro- light, thus con~pensatingfor the positive
wave frequencies, also became capable
dispersion ofthe laser crystal. As an alterof providing a table-top absolute optical
native to prisms, "chirped" dielectric mirfrequency reference, replacing the much
rors can be used. These mirrors consist of
larger and more complex existing techa stack otdielectric layers with varying
nology of harmonic frequel~cychains.
(chirped) quarter-wave thickness, which
These developments have also had sigallow longer ivavelength~to be reflected
nificant consequences for the ultrafastfrom deeper within the dielectric coatphenomena conlmunitp The abiliv to
ing than shorrer wavelengths. The first
stabilize all frequencies emitted from the
octave-spanni~lglasers that were dernlaser simultaneously yields control of the
onstrated used a combinarion of chirped
electric field, and hence the phase evolumirrors andint~acavit~
p r i s n ~ s .More
~.~
tion of the laser light pulses as measured
recentiy developed octave-spar~ninglasers
relative to the intensity envelope. 11e
use only chirped mirrors (see Fig. 2J5 Bephase stabilizatiun of rnodeIocked lasers
cause the dispersion rnailage~ne~~t
cc>~nts
has rcsulted in several exciting new devel- from the laser n~irrorsalone, the laser
opments in the observation ofphase-sencavity can bemade quite snlall (less than
sitive nonlinear processes.
30 crn roundtrip cavity length), resulting
With the new applications of these
in pulse repelition frequencies of more
emerging fields catne a new wave ofdethan 1 GHx.
velop~nentof Ti:sapphire lasers culminatWhen producing a broadband laser,
ing in the development of highly stable
the choice of reflection bandwidth for the
and extremely broadband light sources.
cavity mirrors is also inlportallt for harSuch lasers are sometimes referred to
nessing as much optical bandwidth as
as "octave spanning" because the usable
can be produced by the laser. Our laser
spectrum contains frequencies that span
mirrors are high reflect~rs,covering a
an octave in optical bandwidth.
bandwidth slightly greater than that of
the Ti:sapphire gain profile. We also use
Kerr-lens madelockinp
a loiv-tra~lstnission-oqut
coupler (1%
?he E:sapphire crystal is an ideal candifrom 700 to 900 nnl), to maintain high
Typlcal
Ti:sapphire
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FREQUENCY COMBS, continued

intracnvity pulse intensities
spacing and is determined by
over the crystal gain bn~~dwidtl~
the laser cavity length. The
while out-coupling the wings
second is the carrier-envelope
ofthe laser spectrum. FinalOM
frequency,fp which dely, to enhance the effect of the
fines the absolute comb poKerr nonlinearity, one of the
sition and is determined by
fold mirrors in the laser has a
dispersion in the laser cavity?
slightly convex d i u s of curvaStabilizing these two paramture, which helps to enhance the
eters allows production of a
nonlinearity in the cavity. When
laser that emits more thrln10~
pumped with 8.5 W at 532 nm
optical frequencies, v, each of
Froma solid-statepump swrce,
which i s determined abmlutely
our Tksapphire laser produces
by theequation, v,=nf,
+fp,
900 m W of modelocked lasw
where n is the mode numier
light. By managing dispersion in
(about lo5) that multipliesjq
the laser cavity and optimizing
up from microwave into opt he intracavity pulse intensity,
FIGURE3.me "wical mbr" created using stabilhed fi:sap- tical frequencies, Conversely,
the nonlinear effects in the k phire laser enables a bvoad range of appllcallons.
the mode spacing can be seen
crystal can be made so strong
as the key that provides the
that the bandwidth is in excess ofthegain complicated, actually consists of a vast
approximately lo5 division from optical
bandwidth dthe laser crystal {see Fig 2). array of evenly spaced optical frequency down to microwave frequencies for the
modes, and that the resulting frcquendirect counting of optical cycles.
Stahls light
cy comb can be rigorously defined by
The sin~pleststabilization schetnes for
An entirely new range of applications is
only two microwave frequencies. The
the laser ofl'set frequency require an optienabled by recognizing that the resultfirst frequency is the laser repetition
cal octave of bandwidth that is commonly
ing optical spectrum, while seemingly
rate,fwp, which defines the comb mode
obtained by coherently extending the
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Tirsapphire laser bandwidth using spedal
nonlinear fibersP Some of the difficulties
associated with these fibers are cimmvented by octave-spanninglasers,which
directly provide the necasary spectral
bandwidth to easily mwasureh (see Fig.
3). With(, stabilized using standard
phase-lockedloop techniqna,fvcan
then be precisely controIIBd by stabilizing
one tooth of the comb to an optical frequency reference. A very narrowatomic
transition with a natural linewidth of approximately 1 Hz can provide an excellent optical reference in terms of accuracy
and stability.Good engineering ofthe
feedback loop for the Ti:mpphirelaser
pwnlits the transfer of the accuracy and
stabiiity of such an atomicstandard to every line of the optid comb.
The Ti:sapphire laser stabilized in this
manner provides a hlgh-resolution optical ruler that can be used to generate
extremely Im-phase-noise n~icrowave
signals, for performing high-precision
spectroscopy and for the comprison of different optical and microwave
clock transitions (see Fig. 3). Indeed.
the impact ofthis technique for pmision physital measurements and spectroscopy was recognized in the 2005
Nobel Prize for physics.2Atomic dock
comparisons, which provide relative
frequency measurements with fractional levels trtlow 10-l5haw garnered
increased attention. With the increasing measurenlcnt sensitivity,laboraroryh s e d conlpads0ns of atomic clock
transitions are now providing tests of
fundamental postulates of physics, including searches for possible temporal
variations of fundamental constank' Ll
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